Tennis Match Results
Stevens Institute of Technology vs University of Rochester
3/24/2018 at Rochester, NY
(Goergen Athletic Center)

University of Rochester 7, Stevens Institute of Technology 2

**Singles competition**
1. Camila Garcia (URW) def. Julia Earl (STEVENS) 6-0, 6-1
2. Sravya Gudipudi (URW) def. Victoria Piskarev (STEVENS) 6-0, 6-1
3. Alex Wolkoff (URW) def. Isabella Calandra (STEVENS) 6-1, 6-0
4. Abbey Reinhart (URW) def. Makenna Sargis (STEVENS) 6-7 (2-7), 6-0, 10-4
5. Bianca Dyer (URW) def. Chelsea Braithwaite (STEVENS) 6-0, 6-1
6. Joilin Gomez (STEVENS) def. Julia Steinberg (URW) 6-3, 6-3

**Doubles competition**
1. Camila Garcia/Sravya Gudipudi (URW) def. Julia Earl/Isabella Calandra (STEVENS) 8-0
2. Alex Wolkoff/Abbey Reinhart (URW) def. Sydney Zoretic/Nicole Badalyan (STEVENS) 8-3
3. Makenna Sargis/Jill Hadwen (STEVENS) def. Bianca Dyer/Julia Steinberg (URW) 8-6

Match Notes:
Stevens Institute of Technology 9-6
University of Rochester 2-6
Order of finish: Doubles (1,2,3); Singles (1,2,3,5,4,6)